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Abstract  

 

This paper is an analysis of “A certain Lucas” [“Un tal Lucas”]. Two big dimensions 

are analyzed. The first one is the narratological elements which articulate the structural 

unit of the text. The second one consists of the significant practices the author set by 

creating a text which is centered in a rather fatuous character. 

The method analysis method is textual-semiotic interpretative and documentary 

analysis. Then, an interpretative model of our own was elaborated. 

(i) The traditional definition of pause is questioned, for the action is split into tiny 

fragments. Slowing the narration’s pace even more seems unnecessary, for it stops 

somehow from time to time; however, there is indeed a narration, and it tells us 

something about the protagonist’s thoughts. And (ii) The traditional diegetic categories 

are also questioned by Cortázar. It is very hard to tell when the narrator is Lucas, Cortázar 

himself or nobody, as it happens in some excerpts. We propose the term zero diegetic 

narration in order to designate such episodes. 

The conclusion is this. The novel is deeply innovative from the narrative point of 

view, for it controverts secular notions within the Western story telling tradition. Firstly, 

Cortázar proves that even the most minute events also contribute to set the character’s 
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world. Hence, they are not meaningless. Secondly, Cortázar deliberately confuses some 

key traditional categories, such as writer/narrator, and reader/narratee, which gives the 

novel a playful and humorous mood. Therefore, it seems that some aspects of narrative 

theory should be reexamined in light of Cortázar’s experiment 
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Cortázar, his stories: introduction. 

 

“Un tal Lucas” (‘A certain Lucas’) is a novel written by Argentine writer Julio 

Cortázar. It was first published in 1977. Despite its richness, this novel has been 

frequently overlooked by the critics, who seem to consider it just a minor work. 

Nonetheless, this novel clearly portrays the idiosyncrasy of common people in Argentina 

during the latter part of the XX century. And, being this country a part of a bigger whole, 

the action and the characters display a number of traits that are common to all Latin 

American countries. Yet more important, the novel does it in a genuinely innovative way, 

showing Cortázar’s imagination and literary expertise. In this paper we will only consider 

the formal aspects1.  

There are three basic features we will consider. They are all related to the formal 

part of the novel:  (i) The novel’s experimental features, (ii) The relationship set between 

the narrator’s point of view and the structure of the tale, (iii) The protagonist and (iv) 

Some other miscellaneous narrative transgressions.  

 

1. Narration and experimentation.   

 

Ancient Roman rhetoric scholars called consecutio tempora the event sequence any 

given story must be founded on. This convention remained sacred for centuries; it 

established that the logical order within a story could not be but past, present and future. 

A story, it was supposed, had to say something about someone; in other words: a 

character who executes an action was required. As time passed by, novel has evolved 

                                                 
1 For a wider analysis about the way “Un tal Lucas” reflects Latin American culture, see: Quero, Alberto 
(2014) “Narratological approaches to Julio Cortázar’s ‘Un tal Lucas’. Contexto literary and cultural 
journal, published by University of Los Andes. Mérida, Venezuela. 
http://www.saber.ula.ve/handle/123456789/39004 

http://www.saber.ula.ve/handle/123456789/39004
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dramatically. It has even violated the oldest conventions. We must start considering the 

most general aspects in the structure of “Un tal Lucas”. We will try to illuminate two 

difficult points. Firstly, the classification of the novel, which may be a very harsh task. And 

secondly, the structure of the novel, which defies traditional styles and patterns.  

 

1.1 The genre. 

 

On the one hand, we must consider a category called marvelous, a category in which 

Cortázar’s work has sometimes fallen. It is “a category of fiction in which supernatural, 

magical or other wondrous impossibilities are accepted as normal within an imagined 

world clearly separated from our own reality. The category includes, fairy tales, many 

romances and most science fiction (Baldick 2009, 196). But Cortázar’s novel does exactly 

the opposite: he blends some “wondrous impossibilities” with the real world, his story 

does not occur in a separated location. 

On the other hand, there is a controversial category called Magical realism, in which 

Cortázar’s work has also been classified. Bravo (2007, 153) says that the first author to 

ever apply this term to literature was Venezuelan writer Arturo Uslar Pietri, for Franz 

Roh had used it in order to explain some tendencies in German painting. Bravo also claims 

this: we can either identify magical realism to an “exotic Latin American hyperbolism”, as 

American critics normally do, or we can think of magical realism as an aesthetic 

elaboration of traditional indigenous myths (Bravo 2007, 163). Noriega (2002) says that 

“above all, magic realism is an attitude towards reality: the writer faces reality and 

attempts to discover the mystery which exists in objects, in life, in human actions” 

(Noriega 2002, 23). She also affirms that there are three types of magic realism: 

metaphysical, anthropological and ontological. In the last one, “the supernatural is 

presented in a matter-of-fact way and no explanations are given for the unreal events in 

the text” (Noriega 2002, 23).  

 The most prominent features of the magical realism would be “a sharply etched 

realism in representing ordinary events and descriptive details together with fantastic 

and dreamlike elements, as well as with materials derived from myth and fairy tales” 

(Abrams 1999, 396).  In fact, in “Un tal Lucas” we find excerpts like the following one, 

which would be a solid proof of its links to the magical realism.  
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“in this orchestra, one of the musicians could not play his bassoon without 

experimenting the strange phenomenon of being absorbed by his instrument and 

instantly expelled on the other side, in such speed that the perplexed musician 

discovered himself on the other side of the bassoon and had to turn around very 

quickly and continue playing, but not before the conductor had insulted him with 

horrendous personal references” (Cortázar 2000, 31). 

 It is true that, at first glance, texts like that of the bassoonist may be easily 

considered as a magical realistic text. However, not all of Cortazar’s works fall in this 

category: other pieces written by him are very different. More important: “Un tal Lucas” 

is not a homogeneous work. In fact displays different degrees of realism, from the 

complete magical to the most prosaic portrait of the reality. Therefore, we should 

probably look for another term. Baldick defines experimentalism as  

“the commitment to exploring new concepts and representations of the world 

through methods that go beyond the established conventions of literary traditions. 

Experimentalism was an important characteristic of the twentieth century 

literature and art, in which successive avant-garde movements arose in continual 

reaction against what they regarded as decayed or ossified forms of expression.” 

(Baldick 2009, 120).  

Besides that, Following Robert Scholes, who coined the term fabulation in order to 

name a current style of narrative, Abrams says that “fabulative novels violate, in various 

ways, standard novelistic expectations  (…) in renderings that blur traditional 

distinctions between what is serious or trivial, horrible or ludicrous, tragic or comic” 

(Abrams 1999, 396). As we will later see, ‘Un tal Lucas’ deliberately confuses the concepts 

of seriousness and ridiculousness, for the protagonist’s drama is, precisely, being 

mediocre and irrelevant.   

Both Baldick’s and Abrams’s definitions perfectly apply to some of Cortazar’s 

aesthetic procedures. However, as the experimentalism and the fabulation cover so many 

different techniques, there would be a better term for this style of experimentalism; it 

may well be the one Carrera (2002, 87) proposes: verisimilar transreality. According to 

him, it is in this category, where daily reality melts with a symbolic projection, which is 

attached to a second virtual reality and hence they constitute a consubstantial unit… it is 

not a magical or marvelous reality originated in a free intellectualization or in an 

academic anthropological approach, but rather de unveiling of a “reality next door”, 
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hidden from the utmost logic and rationality. Therefore, we can assume that “Un tal 

Lucas” belongs to an experimental tendency that may be based on a verisimilar 

transreality. 

 

1.2. The structure. 

 

Let us consider now how ‘Un tal Lucas’ defies the traditional narration pattern. The 

text does not consist of a narrative “stream”. On the contrary, the entire work consists of 

a series of autonomous “vignettes” which narrate incidents (more or less isolated) in the 

life of the protagonist.  Some scholars have spotted the need for a new term in order to 

name this kind of narrative fragments. Corral (1997, 26) uses the word episode and 

considers it “a text of a blurry nature… the fragment dismantles, displaces, crosses and 

breaks categories”. Even more: according to him, episodes can be either a part of a bigger 

text or it can make sense by itself within a compilation of similar texts. Lafon (1997, 15) 

says that short texts have the appearance of a discontinuity, a disorder and an 

indetermination; but in reality short texts send us to a profound continuity in a superior 

order. According to him, short texts seem to be the place where all traditional problems 

–especially the sense and the author- are questioned for they often follow an inverse 

dynamic. He also says that aphorisms, sentences and many other forms are founded on 

some sort of formal perfection and significant totality. 

This is what we found in ‘Un tal Lucas’ because the entire story is built upon 

fragments, which indeed create the character’s landscape, but they are not actually 

connected between them. As it happens in a mosaic or in a puzzle, the pieces are almost 

worthless when perceived individually; they acquire their value only within a whole. 

Therefore, we think the word episode correctly defines the nature of the fragments in “Un 

tal Lucas”. In fact, we can safely infer that if the episodes follow that particular order 

within the book, it is by mere coincidence or because of the author’s caprice.  Those 

episodes are so autonomous that could easily be permutated. In Rayuela ‘Hopscotch’, his 

masterpiece, Cortázar had feverously explored this technique, taking it to unforeseen 

extremes. It is not risky, then, saying that Rayuela ‘Hopscotch’ functions as an anticipation 

of what the author would achieve a decade and a half later, with this novel. Although it is 

less ambitious than  ‘Hopsoctch’, this one continues the narrative exploration Cortázar 

was pursuing.  
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2. The narrator’s point of view.  

 

In the second place we must study the structure of the novel and, subsidiary in the 

narrator. These two elements are so intrinsically involved that it is virtually impossible 

to separate one of the other. Eco (1972) says that from the very beginning of the XIX 

century, a new tendency started: “undetermined” works. These works were not fully 

produced or concluded, and the readers’ enjoyment consisted of the productive 

conclusion of the works. By concluding the works, the very act of interpretation 

happened, for the conclusion itself showed the particular vision the reader had about the 

work (Eco 1972, 161).  

It is also noteworthy that these episodes are always narrated in the past tense. 

This situation could be useful for the writer: “we must consider, further, that a past-tense 

narrating can to some extent be split up and inserted between the various moments of a 

story, much like a “live” commentary (Genette 1988, 216). Hence, the structure of the 

story can be either the product of the author’s explicit indications or a set of marks which 

are intended for the reader, who is supposed to organize them. If the case is the latter, it 

will originate a process called reconstruction. This process may vary with regards to the 

dominant cultural codes in any given epoch. (Ducrot and Todorov 1986, 261). Therefore, 

the text ends up being a system of heterogeneous meaningful spaces; it is in the 

continuum of such space where a core message underlies (Lotman 1982, 175). As we will 

immediately see, this situation will occur in ‘Un tal Lucas’ 

 

 

2.1. The first and the third sections 

 

This novel has three sections. The narrator’s point of view changes in all the three 

sections. Genette (1988) and Prince (2003) establish the narration point of view is the 

vision in whose terms a story is presented. This vision can originate several types of 

narration: (i) The heterodiegetic narration or narration in third person is that in which 

the narrator is absent from the story and does not participate in the events that are being 

recounted. According to Prince this situation is called “authorial narrative situation” and 
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it is determined by the narrator’s omniscience, who is not a participant in the events that 

are being recounted (Prince 2003, 53); (ii) The homodiegetic narration in which the 

narrator is one of the characters within the situations and events that are being 

recounted; this point of view corresponds to the protagonist narrator and/or the witness 

narrator. And (iii), the autodiegetic narration is that kind of narration in which the 

narrator is also the main character, and therefore it only corresponds to the protagonist 

narrator.  

Scholars agree that the second-person point of view creates a relation between the 

narrator and the character, which is normally called intrusive narrator. Abrams makes 

some remarks about the second-person point of view: 

 “Within this mode, the intrusive narrator is one who not only reports, but also 

comments on and evaluates the actions and motives of the characters, and 

sometimes expresses personal views about human life in general. Most works are 

written according to the convention that the omniscient narrator's reports and 

judgments are to be taken as authoritative by the reader, and so serve to establish 

what counts as the true facts and values within the fictional world” (Abrams, 1999, 

234) 

But it seems that very few times it creates the same relation between the character 

and itself. As we had previously sketched, Cortázar wants to create an enormous portrait 

of his character rather than a precise action stricto sensu. In fact, we have already 

mentioned that the narration is sometimes autodiegetic. But what is more interesting is 

that this second-person point of view situation happens even when the character speaks 

to himself, which happens using a tú, the Spanish informal second person, singular. So, 

this narrative point of view is used in order to emphasize the character’s own unfolding. 

In other words, the character would simultaneously assume the position of narrator and 

narratee. Henceforth, we will dare to call this narrative construction a heterodiegetic 

monologue. May this excerpt function as a suitable example: 

 “Forgive me if I shout at your face that you’re disgusting, now I have to convince 

myself that this is in the family, that you’re not different, although I always waited 

you as the exception (…) you see, it turns out to be even worse, you appear as the 

back of my hope” (Cortázar, 2000: 43). 

Let us remember that for Greimas and Courtés, (1979, 7), a single actant-subject can 

manifest itself through several actors. But the opposite seems to be possible too: if an 
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actantial role is a particular state assumed by a single actant during the plot’s logical 

recounting, then a single character can perform several actantial roles (Prince 2003, 46).  

Another example: Lucas says to himself: “you are the partner in crime of the others, 

many times I knew you were different, and I loved you because of that” (Cortázar 2000, 

43). In the case of “Un tal Lucas”, we see an interesting possibility, which we will call 

duplication. Despite it is the same character, the narrator-protagonist does not always 

have the same actantial role. In fact, sometimes, the narrator-protagonist becomes his 

own antagonist. Scholars have noticed this trend in contemporary narrative.   

“we know that the contemporary novel has passed that limit, as it has so many 

others, and does not hesitate to establish between narrator and character(s) a 

variable or floating relationship, a pronominal vertigo in tune with a freer logic and 

a more complex conception of ‘personality’ The most advanced forms of this 

emancipation are perhaps not the most perceptible ones, because the classical 

attributes of ‘character’ –proper name, physical and moral ‘nature’ have 

disappeared and along with them the signs that direct grammatical (pronominal) 

traffic” (Genette 1988, 246). 

Now, as we have previously said, the first and the third part are mostly 

heterodiegetic, and the story sequence is formed by autonomous episodes in which 

Lucas’s daily life is described. All those episodes in which the character is described, have 

a title which refers to some feature of his personality and environment. Sometimes the 

consecutive sequences have names which are phonetically similar. “Lucas, his 

patriotism”, says one. “Lucas, his patrioterism”, says another. “Lucas, his patiotism”2 is 

called the following one. As these three episodes tell us much about the character and his 

cultural surroundings, we will quote an excerpt of them all. By proceeding this way, 

Cortázar also finds an excuse to deepen in the idiosyncrasy of everyday people in 

Argentina. First, this is what Lucas thinks of his patriotism: 

“from  my passport I still keep the renewal pages and the round / triangular / green 

/ square / black / oval / red visa stamps, of my image of Buenos Aires the ferryboat 

over the Riachuelo, the Ireland square, the gardens in Agronomía, some cafés that 

                                                 
2 Cortázar uses two colloquial Latin American Spanish words which are impossible to translate precisely 
to English, as they do not even exist in accepted Spanish. Those words are patrioterismo and 
patiotismo. The first one alludes an exaggerated –and frequently hypocritical- national pride. The 
second one, derived from the word patio, alludes the frivolous, meaningless chitchat people normally 
have in their backyards. We have tried not to betray the author and used the words patrioterism and 
patiotism which may somehow reflect both their innermost meaning and their linguistic inadequacy.   
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may not be there anymore, an apartment in Maipú almost on the corner of Córdoba, 

the smell and the silence of the port at summer midnights, the trees on Lavalle 

square” (Córtázar 2000, 21). 

We clearly see that most of what the character calls patriotism is nothing but 

homesickness. It clearly addresses the feelings of the character, but it is not related with 

heroic actions in favor of his nation. Perhaps that is the reason why the author 

immediately relates another event, not as sublime as the ones that the reader could have 

associated with patriotism. This is what he describes as “patrioterism” 

“and then Lucas, in the middle of King’s Road or on the Havana pier, listens to his 

voice among the voices of his friends saying things like nobody knows what meat is 

if he doesn’t know the Argentine roast beef” (Cortázar 2000, 22). 

It is normal that one should feel proud about the own homeland. But having such 

discussions about meaningless matters is nothing but an exaggeration. This is a normal 

trend for Latin Americans. In fact, Cortázar says that praising Argentine roast beef is one 

of Lucas’s most notorious features of argentinidad ‘Argentinity’. And after having said 

that, his mates react venezolana o guatemaltecamente indignados ‘Venezuelanly or 

Guatemalanly3 offended’ (Cortázar 2000, 23) for they think their national version of roast 

beef is the best. There is a third level of behavior for the character. This one is even less 

sublime than the previous two. This is what the author describes as patiotism: 

“there is also summer, mate at half past five, the sewing machine, slippers and slow 

conversations about family arguments… everything so conventional, said many 

times, that Lucas, due to his shame, looks for other exits, in the middle of the 

memory he decides to remember how at that time he locked himself in his 

obnoxious bedroom to read Homer or Dickson Carr, in order not to listen again 

about aunt Pepa’s appendix surgery with all the mournful details and the live 

representation of the horrible nauseas of the anesthesia, or the story about the 

Bulnes street mortgage, which uncle Alejandro slowly used to sink in, mate after 

mate… Lucas understands there’s nothing to do, that he is in the patio again” 

(Cortázar 2000, 25) 

                                                 
3 Needless to say that the words “argentinidad”, (‘argentinity’), “venezolanamente” (‘venezuelanly’) and 
“guatemaltecamente” (‘guatemalanly’) do not exist in Spanish, and much less in English; this is only 
one of the humorous word games Cortázar frequently creates. We have tried to keep the essential form 
(and hilarious inexistence) of the words. 
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In such a way the author mentions a collection of frivolous aspects in the life of the 

character, but without mentioning any aspect which may be really relevant for the plot. 

He just gives the reader a picture of the context which the character lives in. This episode 

describes clearly the life of common Argentine people in the last third of the previous 

century. The episode reflects both the people’s ordinary concerns and the way they 

normally talked about them.   

 But the most important feature of this section is this: the use of episodes –which 

many times are really riotous- transcends the mere formal audacity. This technique also 

gives Cortázar sufficient material to analyze some aspects in the idiosyncrasy of common 

Argentine people in the second half of the twentieth century. He tells us how the people 

of his time tended to magnify insignificant problems. Or, the other way around, they 

overlooked important aspects of their daily life.  

 

2.2. The intermediate section.  

 

The second section of the novel is, by far, the most complex one. On the one hand, 

let us consider its function. This section can be easily described as a very lengthy pause, 

which is the minimum discursive “speed”. The use of this technique allows the writer to 

introduce more or less extensive textual segments, whose nature is that of a description, 

a reflection or an essay and they do not match any event in the story (O’Neill 1996, 43). 

In fact, in this section the narration seems not to advance, for the reader does not 

find any significant development in the narrative action. Furthermore, the series of 

isolated episodes that were previously used in the first section, do not occur anymore. If 

it is true that the text is still divided into separated fragments, it is also true that these 

fragments are not related to Lucas. First, he is never mentioned in the header, as it had 

happened previously. Second, they are mere passages with no narration at all.  

As an example, we can quote two texts, one is called “Texturologies”. This excerpt is 

spiced by hilarious allusions to reality, which functions as a prank, a clin d’oeil for the 

reader, who instantly recognizes the intellectual humor of the author. For instance, we 

can quote the presence of hypothetical scholars whose names allude reality: the fictitious 

Russian professor Boris Romanski’s name may well be inspired by that of the Polish film 

director Roman Polanski. And the British critic Philip Murray –who supposedly 

collaborates in a tabloid called The Daily Nonsense- clearly reminds us the name of a 
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cigarette brand. The humorous climax is achieved with the apparition of a French scholar 

called Gérard Dépardiable who would write in a cultural journal called Quel Sel (Cortázar 

2000, 89). The core, however, is far from being the comic side per se. As Standish has said: 

“Texturologies is a parody of the posturing critics, whose political agendas and 

personal rivalries so color their comments. Predictably, as one follows the critical 

exchanges, the text that is supposed to be under discussion is submerged, though it 

makes a triumphally ridiculous return at the end… Several pieces in ‘Un tal Lucas’ 

are exercises in experimental writing or in some way thematize the subject of 

writing” (Standish 2001, 67). 

By means of a sarcastic disguise, Cortázar analyzes some problems the literary 

activity is normally surrounded by, and which end up obscuring the very core of art. 

Personal problems between the critics themselves or even some national prejudices 

appear on the text, as so they do in real life. So one critic ends up criticizing another, who 

criticizes yet another one, and so forth, but the work they were supposed to be analyzing 

completely disappears from the discussion. 

Let us now consider a long fragment called Vida de artistos ‘Life of  artistos’. Again, 

here we find a word which is impossible to translate effectively. Although it ends in “a”, 

the Spanish words artista ‘artist’ is always masculine, even if it is applied to a woman. 

Henceforth, the gender change is not necessary and the word artisto which includes an 

overmodalizing masculine morpheme (=the final “o”), does not exist. The situation is 

almost equivalent for the word idiota ‘idiot’, which always ends in ‘a’, even if it is applied 

to a man. The same thing will happen with the words águila ‘eagle’ and gaviota ‘seagull’, 

which are always feminine, even if they are applied to male individuals.  This funny 

confusion is emphasized all through the episode:  

“when the children begin to enter the Spanish language, the general principle of the 

inflections in ‘o’ and ‘a’ seems so logical for them that they apply it without 

hesitation and very reasonably to the exceptions, so while Beba is an idiota, Toto is 

an *idioto, an águila and a gaviota form a home with an *águilo and a *gavoioto… In 

an openly androcratic civilization such as the Latin American, one should speak 

about *artistos and artistas in particular4” (Cortázar 2000, 77).  

                                                 
4 Translation difficulties are more than evident. That is the reason why we have written all the words in 
italics, and those which actually do not exist are preceded by an asterisk 
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Let us now consider the narrative function of the episodes and that of the intermediate 

section. Abrams says that the word anti climax "is non-derogatory, and denotes a writer's 

deliberate drop from the serious and elevated to the trivial and lowly, in order to achieve 

a comic or satiric effect” (Abrams 1999, 21). But the fact is that the entire novel has the 

comic effect Abrams mentions. Therefore the traditional opposition serious vs. comic, or 

important vs. banal, is clearly not operative in this case. Instead, we see just a change in 

the humorous procedures the author had been previously using. 

O’ Neill says that “the pause is the minimum discursive speed, where, for example, 

more or less lengthy passages of narration of a descriptive, reflective or essayistic nature 

correspond to no events at all in the story” (O’Neill 1996, 43). This definition, perfectly 

suitable for a traditional narration, may not work in a case like this one. Let us remember 

the action itself is split into tiny fragments which we have already called episodes. 

Henceforth, slowing the narration’s pace even more seems to be unnecessary, for it sort 

of pauses itself from time to time. So, as the action does not follow the traditional 

definition, these episodes do not seem to be a pause, for there is not an event or a series 

of events that may stop ore become slower. However, there is indeed a narration, and this 

narration tells us something about the protagonist’s world and about his thoughts.  

Therefore, we will dare to call this situation a zero diegetic narrator situation, for 

there is not a clear narrative voice. All these fragments are written in what Prince calls 

“free indirect speech”, for the thoughts of some character are represented in it, as 

opposed to mere utterances (Prince 2003, 80). If it is true that we can easily distinguish 

a heterodiegetic narrator, there is no pronominal link at all with the protagonist, and 

hence the reader must necessarily suppose this category. The texts are inserted in the 

general continuum of the novel. This happens in the simplest way and it shows no 

transitions. In order to achieve this, a technique known as embedding is used (Prince 

2003, 69). These fragments are very avant-garde, so their function may be a little obscure 

at first. But the reader ends up understanding that those are just reflections made by the 

main character, as there is no other discursive possibility. 

Other textual segments seem to have different functions. For instance, a text called 

“Family ties” deepens in Lucas’s environments. The members of a family send postcards 

to each other. There is one character, aunt Angustias5, who is particularly hated by the 

                                                 
5 Here we have another word game which has no equivalence in English. Angustias is a common female 
name in Spain; but it is also the plural form of the word angustia ‘anguish’ 
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other relatives. She is who receives the biggest amount of postcards. But these are so 

grotesque that they even become hilarious. One postcard says: “Hello, you filthy. May a 

ray split you. Gustavo” (Cortázar 2000, 67). Another one says: “I spit on your weaving, 

Josefina” (Cortázar 2000, 67). A third one says: “May the cat pee on your flowers and dry 

them, your little sister” (Cortázar 2000, 67). On her turn, aunt Angustias, feels moved by 

tenderness as she looks at the postcards and hangs them on an album. But she does it 

attaching the postcards with pins she places precisely on the signatures, in a situation 

which clearly reminds us of voodoo rituals (Cortázar 2000, 68). 

Fragments like the previously mentioned one, do not have any anchoring to the 

other two narrative sequences. So what appears to be the most feasible is that they 

indirectly define the character. We understand as such indirect definition one in which 

the character is not delineated itself, but through its surroundings. In fact, from the 

narratological point of view, this can be done through several ways. One of those has to 

deal with the speech, another with the action. Both of them can express attributes of the 

character through relations of cause and effect and also a through a spatial contiguity 

relation.  

When it comes to the character’s speech, be it in a conversation or as a silent mental 

activity can indicate attributes, either through contents or through form. The other way 

to sketch a character is through its human whereabouts. As it happens with external 

appearance, the relation of contiguity is frequently substituted by that of causality 

(Rimmon-Kennan 2001, 65). Then, both the character and his drama, stop being common 

and unsubstantial once they have been defined.  

“the inherent constitutive characteristic of all narrative discourse –though 

certainly actualized to a greater or a lesser degree in different kinds of narrative- 

that it essentially operates by disguising the point of origin of its discursive voice… 

The most obvious example of ventriloquism effect in narrative is the 

representation in a narrative text, by its narrator, of what is said (or thought) by 

its characters –where the primary voice of the narrator, that is to say, presents 

another, secondary voice, that of a character, speaking ‘through’ it” (O’Neill 1996, 

58). 

Jahn says that there are some elements that project a narrative voice; the three 

elements are: (i) contents, (ii) subjective expressions or expressivity markers, and (iii) 

pragmatic signals, which are determined by the environment where the narration takes 
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place in (Jahn 2005, 14). Cortázar does not hesitate to use this tools. In fact, we discover 

many traits of Lucas’s environment due to his opinions and his judgments. In an episode 

called “Struggle against Hydra”, we find this text: 

“Now that he’s growing old, he realizes that it’s not easy to kill it (…) if it’s true the 

hydra must be killed by cutting one of its many heads (…) it’s necessary to keep at 

least one of them, for the hydra is Lucas himself and what he’d want is going out of 

the hydra but staying into Lucas, go from the poly to the unicephalic” (Cortázar 

2000, 13). 

Although we understand his conflict, we are not told how the character achieves his 

goal, or if he even tries to. There is only a mere description of the protagonist and the way 

in which such reality becomes ordinary life and what the character does even despite his 

lack of satisfaction. Later on, the reader finds more details about the situation: 

“One thing is killing the hydra and another thing is being that hydra that some time 

ago was Lucas alone and he wishes he could be again. For example, you chop the 

head that collects records, and you chop the one that invariably puts the pipe in the 

left side of the desk, and the glass with the felt pencils on the right and a little bit 

behind” (Cortázar 2000, 14)6. 

Having read all the aforementioned material, the reader understands the author’s 

point, for it ends being completely evident: Lucas gives up and he ends accepting he is 

ordinary. And that is, at the end, the core of the book.  Lucas finds his place in the world: 

although he once thought he was meant to execute wondrous actions, he gradually 

discovers the real landscape he is in. 

 

3. The (anti) hero. 

 

The features of the protagonist have become the most astonishing innovation in 

contemporary novels. The protagonist will be a character whose fate will be mistaken 

and erroneous. So, the literary speech will reflect the social environment by which it is 

engendered. 

                                                 
6 The hydra became a popular motif in contemporary Latin American novels. In fact, in 1978, only a 
year after Cortázar had first published “Un tal Lucas”, Mexican writer Carlos Fuentes published “La 
cabeza de la hidra", ‘The head of the hydra’. This novel started with a quote by Corneille: Une tête 
coupée en fait renaître mille, ‘A head cut makes a thousand grow’ 
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We can comfortably assume that Lucas is an antihero. There is consensus in defining the 

antihero. Scholars like Abrams and Galt (2009) and Auger (2010) say that the antihero is one 

of the leading characters in a contemporary narrative or dramatic work. His character is 

thoroughly different from that of the hero: in fact, the antihero is incapable to display what is 

normally considered a heroic behavior, for he is not noble or courageous. Instead of that, the 

antihero is “petty, ignominious, clownish or dishonest” (Abrams and Galt 2009, 14). Yet 

more: “antiheros are failures who do not live up either the audience or their own hopes” 

(Auger 2010, 19).  

These definitions apply to this novel. In fact, from the very title on, we find indications about 

the characteristics of the protagonist. Let us consider this: despite Lucas is the leading role of 

the novel, we instantly realize he is an insignificant man. In fact the very expression “un tal 

Lucas” can safely be translated to English as “a certain Lucas” or “some Lucas”. We face, 

then, a notorious paradox, which seems frequent in contemporary novels: lessening the 

importance of the main characters. 

We must insist in Lucas’s flavorlessness as his most noticeable trait. It becomes even more 

notorious when we are told that he had enormous expectations for himself, those which he is 

unable to achieve.  

  

 

4. Other narrative transgressions. 

 

 

In this novel, we find several transgressions to the habitual way in which narrations are 

written. These transgressions reinforce the experimental feature the text displays. We have 

previously said the text has three sections with multiple shifts between several diegetic levels. 

But let us now consider the vey plot of the novel: what happens, rather than who recounts it, 

another aspect innovatively questioned by Cortázar. 

According to the canonic narrative standard, the action is the sequence of events that occur in 

any given narrative or theatrical piece (Quinn 2006, 5). This concept remained invariable for 

centuries. So, either in narrative or in drama –where we can include much more recent artistic 

fields, such as cinematography- it was crucial for the reader or spectator, to understand what 

happened to the character. It was also crucial to understand it from the very beginning of the 

story. 
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However, in contemporary narrative, even core concepts as this one have become vulnerable 

and set from different points of view. At the beginning, “Un tal Lucas” seems to be nothing 

but a very extensive portrait, for the action is diluted, and it is very difficult to know exactly 

what happens to Lucas and what exactly does he want. Only at the end we will be aware of 

Lucas’s catharsis and therefore the plot becomes intelligible. 

Within the narrative there are some pranks to the reader himself. For example, at some point, 

we can read that “there is no cocktail like the Demaría that is served in La Fragata (still, 

reader?) or in the Saint James (still, Susana?)” (Cortázar 2000,23). “La Fragata” and “Saint 

James” were popular restaurants in Buenos Aires. That information is not mentioned in the 

text; the author assumes that both the reader and himself share such knowledge. That is the 

reason why the text is openly addressed to the reader. 

But, as we instantly discover, one of the most important literary convention, that of the 

reader, the narrator and the author is deliberately confused. Let us start by remembering the 

two basic participants in the literary event: the writer and the reader. With Prince (2003, 46) 

we will call them the addresser, he who sends the enunciate, and the addressee, he who 

receives it. O’ Neill calls this particular feature “ventriloquism effect”, and it is “the inherent 

constitutive characteristic of all narrative discourse –though certainly actualized to a greater 

or a lesser degree in different kinds of narrative- that it essentially operates by disguising the 

point of origin of its discursive voice” (O’Neill 1996, 58). The process of disguising the 

author’s voice has important characteristics  

“For the extradiegetic narrate is not, as the intradiegetic narrate is, a ‘relay point’ between the 

narrator and the implied reader. He merges totally in his implied reader, who is in turn a relay 

point with the real reader, who may or may not ‘identify’ with him – that is accept as meant 

for himself what the narrator says to his extradiegetic narrattee… In the same way, of course, 

the extradiegetic narrator merges totally with the author, whom I shall not call ‘implied’, as 

people too often do, but rather entirely explicit and declared. Nor shall I say he is ‘real’; but 

he is sometimes (rarely) real” (Genette 1988, 132) 

This tendency is typical in the experimental novel, for it consists in the commitment to 

explore new concepts and representations of the world; this is achieved through methods that 

go beyond the conventions established in literary traditions (Baldick 2009, 120). 

As we can easily see, Cortázar has not hesitated when setting new narrative paradigms. These 

standards are clearly out of the traditional forms which a novel was supposed to follow. We 

can agree with Genette (1988) about one most important matter: critics tend to identify three 

different things: (i) Narration and writing, (ii) Narrator and author and (iii) The recipient of 


